Lippincott Williams & Wilkins Critical Care Medicine Book Collection

Cost-effective package of more than 70 leading titles.

Ideal for your institution's need for e-resources in critical care, this convenient collection includes key titles such as Critical Care Medicine: The Essentials, The ICU Book, and the Washington Manual of Critical Care.
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What's Included
- ACLS Review Made Incredibly Easy!
- Anesthesiologist's Manual of Surgical Procedures
- Atlas of Airway Management: Techniques and Tools
- Atlas of Procedures in Neonatology
- Avoiding Common ICU Errors
- Baum's Textbook of Pulmonary Diseases
- Best Practices: Evidence-Based Nursing Procedures
- Cardiac Care Unit Survival Guide, The
- Cardiac Nursing
- Civetta, Taylor, & Kirby's Critical Care
- Civetta, Taylor, and Kirby's Manual of Critical Care
- Clinical Anesthesia
- Clinical Anesthesia Procedures of the Massachusetts General Hospital
- Clinical Practice of Neurological and Neurosurgical Nursing, The
- Comprehensive Textbook of Intraoperative Transesophageal Echocardiography
- Comprehensive Textbook of Perioperative Transesophageal Echocardiography
- Critical Care Challenges: Disorders, Treatments, and Procedures
- Critical Care Handbook of the Massachusetts General Hospital
- Critical Care Medicine: The Essentials
- Critical Care Nursing in a Flash
- Disease & Drug Consult: Neurologic Disorders
- ECG Facts Made Incredibly Quick!
- ECG Interpretation Made Incredibly Easy! Pocket Guide
- ECG Interpretation: A 2-in-1 Reference for Nurses
- ECG Interpretation: An Incredibly Easy! Workout
- ECG Interpretation: An Incredibly Visual! Pocket Guide
- ECG Workout: Exercises in Arrhythmia Interpretation
- Handbook of Critical Care Drug Therapy
- Handbook of Patient Care in Cardiac Surgery
- Hemodynamic Monitoring Made Incredibly Visual!
- Hospital for Sick Children Manual of Pediatric Trauma, The
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ICU Book, The
ICU/CCU Facts Made Incredibly Quick!
Interpretation of Pulmonary Function Tests: A Practical Guide
Interpreting Difficult ECGs: A Rapid Reference
Introductory Guide to Cardiac Catheterization
Irwin & Rippe's Manual of Intensive Care Medicine
Irwin and Rippe's Intensive Care Medicine
Just the Facts: ECG Interpretation
Just the Facts: Pathophysiology
Lippincott Manual of Nursing Practice Pocket Guide: Critical Care Nursing
Lippincott Manual of Nursing Practice Series: ECG Interpretation
Manual of Overdoses and Poisonings
Marino's The Little ICU Book
Massachusetts General Hospital Review of Critical Care Medicine
Master Techniques in Upper and Lower Airway Management
Mastering ACLS
Neurological and Neurosurgical Intensive Care
Nursing Know-How: Interpreting ECGs
Nutrition Essentials for Nursing Practice
Nutrition Made Incredibly Easy!
Only EKG Book You'll Ever Need, The
Pain in Infants, Children, and Adolescents
Pediatric Critical Care Medicine
Perioperative Care in Cardiac Anesthesia and Surgery
Perioperative Transfusion Medicine
Pleural Diseases
Portable ECG Interpretation
Principles of Exercise Testing and Interpretation: Including Pathophysiology and Clinical Applications
Procedures, Techniques and Minimally Invasive Monitoring in Intensive Care Medicine
Quick and Accurate 12-Lead ECG Interpretation
Quick Reference to Critical Care
Rapid Response to Everyday Emergencies: A Nurse's Guide
Respiratory Care Made Incredibly Easy!
Review of Clinical Anesthesia
RN Expert Guides: Cardiovascular Care
RN Expert Guides: Neurologic Care
RN Expert Guides: Respiratory Care
Springhouse Review for Critical Care Nursing Certification
Therapeutic Nutrition: A Guide to Patient Education
Trauma Handbook of the Massachusetts General Hospital, The
Walls Manual of Emergency Airway Management, The
Washington Manual of Surgery, The